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Respectable 
Mount Prospect Police  
Chief of Police 
Mr. John Koziol 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

911 E. Kensington Road 
Mount Prospect, IL 60056 

Phone: 847-870-5656 
Fax: 847-392-1070 

TDD: 847-392-1269 
 policedepartment@mountprospect.org

     I, Lin Zhen Man  HKID D188015(3).  
     Thanks your reply for me!  It though in the surface this case comes from a matter of civil laws, 
but after in the fact it already to become a great case of criminal and below fact cannot to deny:  

Due to exploitation crude out of body things again by the "test kit of COVID-19" to diagnosis 
morbidity in body this means of medical fraud come from HK & CP China, but FDA & CDC to be fully 
aware after still in raptures to testing after force to wear mask, so today butcher American life and 
already death to exceed 12,000 people!   
    So I must at once to inform all the American above the murder means as yesterday attachments in 
that to you or at www.ycec.sg/SG/200701-CooperU.pdf visible truth, and then the www.webhostingpad.com 
company who same to be fully aware after at once to close my ycec.sg in website to stop from American 
to understand the murder means by FDA & CDC, so www.webhostingpad.com company to become a 
murder aide or accomplice the surface evidence established already!  

   Therefore, the case not a matter of civil laws, Officer Sill you have the duty to intervene examine to include 
FDA & CDC in your locally official, if who can in writing to refute at www.ycec.sg/SG/200701-CooperU.pdf or 
turn to .com visible truth before 14days of then by your inform after, your prosecution work already 
can’t to avoid, also because the science & moral no border, I have the obligation to provide the legal 
sense for you! 
   Especially in before attachments that to mention simple “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” 
or in www.ycec.com/HK/200128e.pdf or .htm visible same suit for all American, if Officer you are to leading 
application at Sill, any flu or today so-called coronavirus or any head cold & epidemic disease to fever 
who the antipyretic no need to eat just can to down, so today the COVID-19 calamity in USA must to 
isolate, wear masks & washing hands those low IQ of prevention methods with CDC include WHO can 
immediately get away, and the《Centenarian Exempt-doctor of Times》will first come to US, so your 
history duty very important !    

This letter will be available to download from www.ycec.com/HK/200703.pdf and turn ycec.sg or 
ycec.net later!   

Thank you! 

July 3, 2020                                               D188015(3)  

 
                                         Lin Zhen Man  

 

Attachment to   
support@webhostingpad.com  

 


